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Beta Reader Feedback    

Book Title:                

Genre:           Category: Adult   New Adult   Young Adult   Middle Grade 
 
Please consider all questions within the context of the story. 
 

General 

1. Do you usually enjoy reading this genre of fiction? YES  NO  

2. Would you classify it as some other genre? If so, what? 
 YES  NO  

3. Was the story entertaining? YES  NO  

4. Would you recommend it to other readers? YES  NO  

5. Would you classify it as YA, New Adult, or something else? 
 

6. Who do you think would most enjoy this story? Kids? Housewives? Bored traveler on a transcontinental flight?  

7. Might you enjoy a sequel with the same main characters?  YES  NO  

8. In your opinion, what were the major/minor themes of the story? 
 
 

9. Were there any scenes that you thought were particularly memorable/enjoyable? Which one(s)? Why? 
 

 
 

10. What were some of the strengths of this piece of writing? 

11. What were some of the weaknesses of this piece of writing? 

Opening 

12. Did the first few sentences or paragraphs of the story grab your attention fast enough?  YES  NO  

13. Did the first few pages or chapters hold your interest? YES  NO  

Conflict: The mental or moral struggle caused by incompatible desires and aims. 

14. Is there emotional conflict WITHIN the main character?  YES  NO  

15. Is there emotional conflict BETWEEN the main characters?  YES  NO  

16. Are there too many, just enough, or too few conflicts? 
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17. Is conflict expressed through action, dialogue, attitudes, or values? 
  
 

Plot 

18. Was the main plot clear and believable? YES  NO  

19. Did the main character have a clearly defined problem to solve?  YES  NO  

20. Did you feel by the end that this problem was solved? YES  NO  

21. Were you able to determine the time and place of the story quickly enough? YES  NO  

22. Did the story begin and end at the right place in the plot? YES  NO  

23. Are there scenes which do not seem to further the plot? If so, which ones? 
 
 

YES  NO  

24. Were there too many flashbacks or too much backstory that made the story drag? Where? 
 
 

YES  NO  

25. Could the story be improved by more attention to the subplots or did it need more 
subplots?  
 
 

YES  NO  

26. Conversely, did too many subplots make it confusing? YES  NO  

27. Was every subplot useful and add to the overall story?  YES  NO  

28. Pacing: Did the plot/subplots move fast enough to keep the reader's attention? YES  NO  

Resolution of conflict:  

A. Did the conflict and tension in the plots and subplots come to a reasonable ending?  YES  NO  

B. When you finished, were there things that you still felt needed to be explained? 
What were they? 
 
 

YES  NO  

Setting 

29. Is there enough description to paint a picture that seems real enough? Did you feel that you 
were transported to “that time/place?” 

YES  NO  

30. Was there so much description that readers might tend to become bored?  YES  NO  

31. Was the description written with clichés? YES  NO  

32. Did the author use specific enough names for people, places, and things?  YES  NO  

33. Were some names of people/places hard to keep track of?  YES  NO  

34. Were you convinced that people in that time or place would behave that way? YES  NO  

35. Is the timing and order of events in the story consistent?  YES  NO  
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Characterization 

36. Did you have a favorite character? What did you like/not like about him/her? 
 
 

37. Which character did you like least? Why? 
 
 

38. Did the main characters seem real or were they stereotypes/one-dimensional/cardboard characters? 
 
 

39. Were the facts about the characters consistent and accurate in the context of the story? YES  NO  

40. People have family, friends, duties, worries, ambitions, etc. Did you get enough of a sense of 
these, but not too much, for the main characters? 

YES  NO  

41. Did you get a good picture of the culture, historical period, location, and occupation of the 
main characters? 

YES  NO  

42. Did you get enough of a sense of the characters’ emotions, attitudes, and values? YES  NO  

43. Were you distracted by too much background information for any character at one time? YES  NO  

44. Did the protagonist undergo some change by the end of the story? YES  NO  

45. Could the story have been improved by adding more details of the protagonist's or another 
character's reputation; stereotyped beliefs; their network of relations to other people; 
habits and patterns; talents and abilities; tastes and preferences; or physical description? 

YES  NO  

46. Does each chapter/page have enough sensory description? Can the reader easily sense 
what is happening physically to the main character? Were there enough words describing 
sight, sound, touch, smell, and taste? 

YES  NO  

47. Did the antagonist (villain) seem to be a fully realized character (not too one-dimensional)? YES  NO  

48. Every reader has their own taste in how much characterization they like. Did this story have too little or too much 
characterization for you? 
 

Dialogue 

49. Did the words from the mouths of the characters seem consistent with their personalities? YES  NO  

50. Was there too much dialogue?  YES  NO  

51. Was there not enough dialogue? YES  NO  

52. Did any character tend to talk in long, boring monologues? If so, who? 
 

YES  NO  

53. Were you able to sense the conflict, attitudes, and intentions of each character in their 
dialogue? 

YES  NO  

54. Did the dialogue “sound” natural as you read it? YES  NO  

55. Did the story overuse distracting incomplete sentences, pauses, restarts, profanity, clichés, 
etc.? 

YES  NO  

56. Does each character have their own speech rhythm, vocabulary, etc.? YES  NO  

57. Could you tell who was conversing if you didn't have their names or gender attached to 
their sentences? 

YES  NO  
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Point of View (POV) 

58. Are there too many points of view in the story? YES  NO  

59. Did the story skip around between first person and third person POV?  YES  NO  

Third-person POV 

A. Did the story use the omniscient (all knowing) POV or use a limited POV (where we don't know everyone's 
motives except by clues from their words or actions)?  
 

B. Did the author's choice seem right? YES  NO  

60. When/if the POV changed, were you able to quickly sense who the new viewpoint was 
from? 

YES  NO  

Show versus tell 

61. From a character’s POV, did the author describe what he/she sensed (sight, sound, smell, 
touch, taste), not just tell you? 

YES  NO  

62. Did the author describe how the characters acted in enough or too much detail? 
 
 

63. Was there too much abstract language where specific details would have made a greater 
impact on the reader? 

YES  NO  

64. Were generic modifiers used too often ("very", "much", "really", "great", "nice", etc.) when 
a more detailed description would have been better? 

YES  NO  

65. Were you able to sense/interpret what the characters were feeling instead of being told? YES  NO  

Grammar/spelling/format 

66. Were there many grammatical errors, misuse of punctuation, run-on sentences, etc.? YES  NO  

67. Did you find many typos or misspelling?  YES  NO  

68. Were there too many clichés in the narrative?  YES  NO  

69. Were there too many overly long paragraphs? YES  NO  

Style 

70. Was there too much melodrama?  YES  NO  

71. Was there appropriate use of foreshadowing? YES  NO  

72. Did the story seem too predictable? YES  NO  

73. How would you describe the style of writing? (humorous, literary, homespun, technical, etc.?) 
 
 

74. Were some words or phrases overused to the point of being annoying? Please specify: 
 
 

YES  NO  

75. Was the writing too wordy? Too sparse? YES  NO  

76. Were there too many unfamiliar words? YES  NO  
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77. Was the wording too simple or too complex to hold your interest? How? 
 
 

78. Did the style seem consistent throughout the story? (It didn’t read as though different 
people might have written different sections.) 

YES  NO  

Please share other thoughts, comments, and criticisms. 
 

 


